God Bless America?
A Prophecy
by
Jim Sayles

I fly the flag on July 4th. I remove my cap and place my right hand over my heart
with the emotion of national pride rising in my heart as I repeat the pledge of allegiance
or hear the national anthem being sung. But I am not deceived. The mythology of the
United States of America as being a “Christian” nation conformed to God’s moral law
and the rule of law “under God,” as the pledge states, remains, but the reality of it does
not.
And this is a conundrum for Christian believers in America.
There are few born-again, regenerated Christian believers in America who do not
think things are starting to go terribly wrong in America. This isn’t a new feeling. It is
just a shocking escalation of that feeling.
The re-election of Barack Hussein Obama caused many who still had hope that God
would somehow turn America around to lose that hope.
This was followed by the astonishing events in which the election of Joe Biden with
personal financial ties to China, Russia, and Ukraine creates a MASSIVE incursion of
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direct and indirect control over the president of the United States and his congressional,
left wing, co-conspirators.
Never in my 79 years have I imagined that the United States of America, the leading
democracy of the world, would become a demoncracy totally given over to an antiChristian rule. Yet, this becomes more and more self-evident as each day goes by.
This surging corruption of a “Christianized” America, influenced by, and
presumably led by biblical principles, though, is not a new trend. It is merely a rapidly
escalating manifestation.
In 1991 David Barten, having researched government statistics to discover the
cause of a rapid decline in SAT scores in America, discovered an astonishing parallel
increase in sexually transmitted diseases, unwed pregnancies, pre-marital sex, single
parent households, unmarried couples living together, divorce rates, alcohol
consumption per capita, drug use, and violent crimes.
All of these statistics, the downturn of SAT scores, and the upturn of moral decay,
had a common trending date. The year was 1962, and the primary causal event that
took place in 1962 was the United States Supreme Court’s decision to strike down
voluntary school prayer.
Eleven years later the Supreme Court also legalized the murder of unwanted babies,
many of whom were the result of the moral decline in America directly traceable to the
Supreme Court’s decision in 1962 to declare, as Barack Hussein Obama himself has
stated, that America is NOT a “Christian nation under God” (i.e. influenced by God and
conforming to God ordained beliefs and actions)
Prophetically, America, as the final form of the white horseman of Revelation 6:2,
the first of the four horsemen of the apocalypse, also identified in Daniel 7:4 as a
rampant lion with eagle’s wings (the Holy Spirit) and the mind of a man (the “man,”
Jesus Christ), whose original purpose was the worldwide spread of the gospel, has now
been corrupted from that purpose in a country whose founders intentionally aligned the
government of the nation with God’s own purpose, even stating “In God We Trust” on
our money, which I presume the godless present regime will find a way to eliminate or
change, as this statement on our money offends left wing values and agenda.
Yet, a remnant minority is still dedicated to that original God ordained purpose.
And, like ancient Israel, a nation founded on the covenant principle of being corporately
guided by God in their national affairs, our subsequent rejection of God’s authority,
purpose, and will, has removed us corporately, though not individually, from the
guidance, blessings and protection of God.
And, because we have come under the judgment of God, is there anything the
corporate body of Christ, whose worldly citizenship is in the United States of America,
can do to change the course of America’s judgment by God incited by a government and
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a general population, the majority of whom are in perfect accord with the antichrist
political agenda?
As Christians we believe God’s promise as recorded in 2 Chronicles 7:14:

If my people,…(the body of Christ, spiritual Israel, the “Israel of God”)…which are
called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn
from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin,
and will heal their land. 2 Chronicles 7:14
Yet, the promise of healing the land of our citizenship is NOT conditioned on
whether or not the Federal Government and the Supreme Court repent from their
rejection of God. It is conditioned by whether or not the corporate body of Christ,
identified as “My people,” will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Humble ourselves;
Pray;
Seek God;
Repent.

This is, therefore, not a promise for the nation of the United States of America. It is
a promise for the “nation” of spiritual Israel, the “Israel of God,” the “body of Christ”
wherever it exists among nations of the world, as we either influence nations,
governments, organizations, and mankind in general, or not.
And, in this regard, we have, apparently, lost our influence on the government of the
United States and on many of the people in the United States who have, as an example,
made Facebook and Twitter into signposts for anti-Christian beliefs and practices.
Christians and Christianity in general are literally facing the beginning of an
escalation of antichrist opposition that will result in a very dangerous time not only for
Christians, but also for those who openly criticize and oppose Christianity.
Like most, I was in denial of this reality until I was given a third storm warning
dream. In this dream I was in Brad Kochis’s Lifepoint Church in Columbus, Ohio (where
I have not yet, been) with Brad issuing an emotional message of repentance to his
congregation.
One third of his congregation came forward in repentance, but two thirds remained
in their seats.
Outside, walking along with an unknown witness, we came to a marvelous, gigantic
tree. It was tall and straight, like a pine tree, hundreds of feet tall with a base at least six
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feet in diameter, but, unlike a pine tree, the bark was smooth and white (the color of
righteousness).
Suddenly the tree fell without warning, and what we saw was shocking to us. The
inside of the tree was completely rotten except for a core of living heartwood through
the very center of the tree.
And, though the tree was broken, the heartwood was only bent.
Moving further down the street followed by several children playing with a total
lack of concern about the shocking event we had just witnessed, we came to a tall,
modern, high-rise federal building and post office.
Next to the new building was the torn down old federal building with a stream of
alum flowing out of the wreckage into the street drain. (alum is used to remove
impurities from water)
The new federal building had no such outflow of alum (and, therefore, no cleansing
of impurities).
As we stood on the steps of the new building, we witnessed a glass-front bank
building sliding down the street, indicating a financial catastrophe. (Yet to come)
On the steps below us was a handsome, powerfully built, dark-haired man wearing a
navy-blue blazer with a gold emblem on the right side.
As he looked up at me, I asked, “Is it going to be all right?”
He looked straight into my eyes and shook his head, “No,” without speaking.
When we turned and went up the stairs to the massive, heavily reinforced doors of
the federal building, they were locked.
As I shook my head in disbelief I said, “I can’t believe the federal building is locked.”
(No longer allowing Christian access or influence)
Unlike the previous storm warnings this dream contained specifics concerning the
coming storm. The message Brad was preaching in his Lifepoint Church was one of
repentance related to the coming storm of the Lord and the shaking of all that can be
shaken, which begins at the deceived, divided, and somnolent house of God.
The lack of response by two thirds of the congregation has nothing to do with
Brad’s own church but with the response of the universal true church once the storm
hits and the church is awakened by the announcement of the groomsman, “Behold! The
bridegroom is coming.”
This shocking but prophetically revealed response by the New Testament body of
Christ is prophesied by Zechariah:

In the whole land, declares the LORD,
two thirds shall be cut off and perish,
and one third shall be left alive.
And I will put this third into the fire, …of tribulation…
and refine them as one refines silver,
and test them as gold is tested.
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They will call upon my name,
and I will answer them.
I will say, ‘They are my people’;
and they will say, ‘The LORD is my God.’” (Zechariah 13:8,9 NASB)
This passage is preceded by Zechariah 13:1:

In that day a fountain will be opened for the house of David and for the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, for sin and for impurity.
The fountain is Jesus Christ, and the “house of David” from the resurrection of Jesus
Christ and the subsequent coming of the kingdom of God to spiritual Israel, the body of
Christ, on Pentecost is the body of Christ, not national ethnic Israel.
Thus, this prophecy has nothing to do with national, ethnic Israel and everything to
do with this present generation of the body of Christ.
The fountain that was opened for the house of David was the resurrection of Jesus
Christ and the coming of the Holy Spirit to the body of Christ on the following
Pentecost.
The one third that came forward in repentance represents the response of the wise
virgins (innocent before God because they are in Christ by grace through faith), and the
two thirds that remained in their seats represents the response of the foolish virgins
during the 4th, 5th, and 6th seal events of Revelation. (Matthew 25:1-9) This is also
identified as “tribulation,” while the 3.5 years of the 7th seal is identified as “great
tribulation.”
No event in the history of national, ethnic Israel matches the fulfillment of this
prophecy, and it will be the “foolish virgins” of the end time church who are cut off and
perish during the coming storm of the Lord (some of whom will continue to expect, but
never experience, a pre-tribulation “rapture” of church only saints). But the “wise
virgins” will be tested and refined by the fiery trials of the 4th, 5th and 6th seals of
“tribulation,” and these overcomers will ultimately become the end time Philadelphian
believers who have the Lord’s promise that they will be “kept” (protected in, but not
removed from) the “hour” (specific time) of trial that will come upon the whole world.”
(i.e. the 3.5 years of 7th seal “great tribulation” after the “man of sin” is declared to be
the long awaited Messiah by the false prophet in the innermost sanctum of the rebuilt
temple in Jerusalem).
The gigantic tree with the smooth white bark that we greatly admired is the United
States of America. The tree, as we know it, will fall suddenly and without apparent
warning, exposing the fact that, in spite of the magnificent appearance of the tree, the
inside is rotten except for the core of living heartwood, which represents the influence
of the true church of Jesus Christ.
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But, at the time that this tree will fall, the core of living heartwood will no longer be
able to hold it in the upright position.
We will, therefore, be impacted and “bent” by the fall, but we will not be “broken.”
And the preludes to this event are already manifested.
This is NOT an indication that the United States as a sovereign nation will fall, but
the fall of the United States of America as a “Christian” nation guided by “Christian”
morals and values, indicating that the present antichrist leftist movement will prevail.
In simple terms, the United States of America has begun to manifest the preparation
by Satan for the entry of the pale green horse ridden (politically controlled) by the
antichrist “man of sin” himself.
This is NOT an indication that Joe Biden is THE “antichrist.” He and his extreme
leftwing co-conspirators are merely unknowing puppets of antichristian influence,
ultimately resulting in a world government ruled from Jerusalem by an Israeli hero of
the soon to come Gog-Magog war after which Israel will be granted political rights to
most of the land that was once under Israel’s control under David. (i.e. the land
originally promised to Abraham).
This obviously indicates that Israel’s muslim dominated enemies on their borders
will be defeated and occupied by Israel in our very near future, and because of the
accompanying nuclear conflict, a world government will be established by the United
Nations.
Then, at the time that an Israeli military hero of the brief but intensely destructive
nuclear war, will be declared by the false prophet as Israel’s long-awaited “Messiah,” in
complete denial that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah who came some 2000 years ago.
And this man, empowered by Satan, will call down fire from heaven in the viewing
presence of the entire world, to demonstrate that he is the coming “messiah” who will
rule the world with an iron rod for 1000 years.
And, “yes,” many of those who are reading this document will witness this event.
The children following us and playing with no concern about the shocking events
we were witnessing are the “foolish virgins” of the true church, totally engaged in their
“playing,” which includes numerous false doctrines, false interpretations of prophetic
scripture deliberately introduced into the church by the father of lies to keep us in a
state of spiritual stupor, and in an attitude of denial concerning our immediate future.
These “children” are those two thirds of the body of Christ who will ultimately fall
away from the faith because of the trouble and deception in the world, though most of
these do not believe that it is even possible for a born again, regenerated believer to
reject their faith in Jesus Christ through the hardness of their stubborn and adulterous
hearts.
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And almost all of them think they will escape tribulation by a pre-tribulation
“rapture,” an event that cannot be demonstrated in scripture and is thoroughly rebutted
by the Lord’s own words in Matthew 24 and 25 in His response to His disciples’
question, “Tell us, when will these things happen. And what will be the signs of your
coming and of the end of the age?”
If the reader is offended by this statement, they should examine the Lord’s own
words in Matthew 24 and 25 with a prayerful attitude of seeking confirmation from the
Spirit of truth who was given to us to lead us into ALL truth.
The old, torn down federal building with a flow of alum pouring into the street
drain is symbolic of the cleansing of the original federal building by the blood of Christ
(alum is used to remove impurities) as has been the status quo up until now. But the
federal building (the present government of the United States) is no longer strongly
influenced by the cleansing presence of men and women of faith.
The glass front bank building sliding down the street needs little explanation. This
is an indication that the fall of the United States of America will include a financial
collapse that will hurtle us into a time of world-wide economic crisis corresponding
with the black horseman carrying a pair of scales (Revelation 6:5,6)
Our knowledge that the financial prosperity and security that many of us enjoy in
the United States of America will come to an end sooner than we hope or expect,
putting us in the same state of crisis that much of the rest of the world has already
experienced, is an unpleasant consideration to say the least. But I would rather be
warned beforehand by a loving Father than to be surprised and shocked by it, leading to
doubt and fear concerning the provisions and promises of God.
And it is the leftist government of Joe Biden and “President” Kamala Harris who
will be primarily responsible.
My shock that the federal building is locked indicates that the true church will no
longer have an influence on the federal government of the United States of America,
although the United States of America was once the ultimate representative of the white
horseman and of the first beast kingdom, a lion with eagle’s wings (eagle’s wings are
always representative of the Holy Spirit, the “great eagle” in scripture).
But, at the point that the federal building is locked, the eagle’s wings will have been
plucked from the lion, and the lion will stand up and be given the voice of a man.
(Daniel 7:4)
This is an indication that the United States of America is likely to be the spokesman
for the first form of a world government with the nations of the world surrendering
sovereignty to a revised United Nations with a ten-nation ruling council.
Ultimately, though, this world government will be ruled from Jerusalem, capital of
the “little horn” nation of Israel during the 3.5 years of “great tribulation” after the
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“man of sin” calls down fire from heaven, a Satanic sign originally used by the prophets
of Baal, that failed them when challenged by Elijah.
But in this latter case there will be no effective challenge against the “man of sin.”
The handsome, powerfully built, dark-haired man wearing a blue blazer with a gold
emblem represents a messenger of the Lord, and when I asked him if everything is
going to be all right, he answered by shaking his head, “No.”
My question implied that I wanted to know if the fall of America, the foolish virgins
continuing to “play” without spiritual awareness concerning the coming storm, the
financial collapse, and the true church being locked out of our influence on the federal
government of the United States, is going to be restored to some former condition.
The answer is a firm, “No.”
Then I hurried off to warn my family and friends concerning what I had witnessed,
and, as usual, the Spirit awakened me one minute before my alarm was set to go off.
Sometime later I had another prophetic dream. In this dream I saw a gigantic
tsunami coming ashore. It wasn’t hundreds of feet tall, it was thousands of feet tall, like
a literal mountain of water that I was certain would destroy me and everything in its
path.
In the next moment, though, I found myself riding on the crest of the wave like a
body surfer as euphoric joy filled my soul.
Again, I asked the Lord to reveal the meaning of the dream, and the Spirit caused
me to understand that the move of the Lord was, in fact, coming like a destroying wave,
but I would not be destroyed. I would be picked up and carried along with it for His
purposes along with all others who are walking by overcoming faith in the storm.
This was a dream related to the “wise virgins” of the end times church who will
respond appropriately to the revelatory commands and instructions of the Lord during
these dangerous, Satanically manifested, times.
These “wise virgins” will experience Psalms 23 and Psalms 91 at a level no other
believers before them have experienced, and, for that reason, I have added Psalms 91 to
my memory verses.
What has been revealed to me, as recorded in “The Four Horsemen” is that United
States, once associated with Great Britain as the primary manifestations of the white
horse (righteousness) and the upright lion with eagle’s wings (the Holy Spirit), has been
corrupted by the escalating subtleties of the beast kingdom that are now openly
manifested through the election of Joe Biden as President. Yet, Joe Biden is NOT the
“man of sin.” That man will be a Jewish military leader after the brief, but deadly GogMagog war who is initially the leader of Israel but is ultimately leader of a world
government formed by the United Nations, but ultimately moved to Jerusalem as the
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capital of a world government ruled by the “man of sin” who calls down fire from
heaven and declares himself to be the “Messiah” come to rule the world with an iron
rod.
The Four Horsemen:
The first horseman rides a white horse (righteousness) and represents the
worldwide evangelical move of God primarily through Great Britain and her young
lions (i.e. America, etc.).
The second horseman rides a red horse (war) beginning with World War I.
The third horseman rides a black horse (Muslim Jihad) beginning in 1948 when
Israel was returned to the Jews from all around the world.
This is the present dominant horse and rider, but the starting gate has been opened
for the pale green (corrupt) horseman whose rider (controlling influence) is Satan
himself in the form of the “man of sin,” the “antichrist” who will declare himself to be
the Messiah returned to rule the world with an iron rod.

The first… (beast)… was like a lion and had the wings of an eagle. I kept
looking until…(the future revealed)…its wings…(the Holy Spirit)…were plucked,
and it was lifted up from the ground and made to stand on two feet like a man: a
human mind also was given to it….(i.e. no longer guided by the Holy Spirit)… Daniel
9:7 NASB (insert’’s are the author’s)

America as a nation was originally like a lion and had the wings of an eagle (the
guiding influence of the Holy Spirit), but the wings (of the Holy Spirit) have been
plucked from the lion. And a human mind (not merely Joe Biden, but the minds of every
left wing anti-Christian man and woman unknowingly inspired by Satan) given to it.
And though I hope and pray otherwise, I am aware that America as a political nation
will not be healed. And knowing this as an absolute, I also know that the Father’s
intent is that it is now the nation of God in Christ in America and elsewhere around the
world, the body of Christ, that needs to be healed by obeying the command of
2 Chronicles 7:14.
Hope and pray if you will, for the spiritual healing of the United States of America,
but know that it is His people, the nation of God in Christ that need to be healed first if
we are to prevail over the beast kingdom in spite of what takes place politically in the
United States of America or the world at large.
This is, then, a time for repentance, not fear or panic, for the body of Christ both
corporately and individually. And though it is doubtful that the United States of
America as a political whole, influenced, anointed, and guided by our Lord, will recover,
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we have no choice but to fight the good fight of faith, because the outcome for each of us
individually and corporately as the body of Christ, hangs in the balance.
The author’s website: The End Times Church
All books and e-books available from Amazon

The glorious adventure of the
“wise virgins” of the end time
body of Christ unsealed, and
revealed for the generation who
will experience it

Satan’s beast kingdom identities
revealed, and his corruption of
prophetic doctrines exposed
for the benefit of the generation
who will experience them
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Final Instructions – A personal or group Bible study workbook based on the
Lord’s final instructions to His disciples regarding how He would convey His truth, His
covenant promises, and His commands to His disciples throughout the ages.
These are still His instructions for Believers today based on John 16:13-15:

But when He, the Spirit of truth, comes, He will guide you into all the truth;
for He will not speak on His own, but whatever He hears, He will speak; and He
will disclose to you what is to come. 14 He will glorify Me, for He will take from
Mine and will disclose it to you. 15 All things that the Father has are Mine; this is
why I said that He takes from Mine and will disclose it to you.
All books available on Amazon as paperbacks or eBooks. Final Instructions
also available on the author’s website as a FREE downloadable PDF.
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